Transcript
Rocky Mountaineer SilverLeaf Service
[Soft, upbeat music plays throughout]
00:00:00 - 00:00:06
[Animation: The Rocky Mountaineer logo is shown in the centre of the screen.
The SilverLeaf logo is shown in the centre of the screen.]
[Video: A train driving along a river shoreline is shown.
A train driving over a bridge with a mountain in the background is shown]
00:00:06 - 00:00:13
[Video: A group of passengers on one of the cars is seen holding their glasses up to an
employee who is giving a toast at the font of the car. A view of a mountain is shown.]
[Text on Screen: Experience Silverleaf Service Panoramic Views]
00:00:13 - 00:00:26
[Video: Guests sitting in a car are shown. We then see a guest looking out the window
at some water with a small powerboat on the water.
Guests continue to look out the window and through the outdoor viewing area at scenic
views.
A scene from on top of the train shows it driving through the mountains.]
[Text on Screen: Single Level Coach
With Oversized Glass-Dome Windows
Outdoor Viewing Area
Daylight-Only Journey For Ideal Viewing]
00:00:26 - 00:00:33
[Video: A man and a woman are seen looking out the large windows.
Another couple is seen talking to an employee.
Several scenic views are shown]

[Text on Screen: Spacious Surroundings]
00:00:33 - 00:00:58
[Video: Employees walk through the train with meals and drinks to be served.
Fine dining meals are being plated and served.]
[Text on Screen: Delicious Meals Served In The Comfort Of Your Seat]
00:00:58 - 00:01:10
[Video: An employee, crouched down to give guests a better video out the window
explains what they are seeing.
A photo of two guests and an employee is being taken.
Guests are laughing and talking with an employee]
[Text on Screen: Master Storytellers Two Dedicated Hosts Per Coach]
00:01:11 - 00:01:22
[Video: A variety of scenic shots are shown]
[Text on Screen: And Scenery That Seems Larger Than Life]
[Animation: The Rocky Mountaineer logo and tag line appears in the centre of the
screen]

